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A LOW NOISE LOW DRIFT MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

D. J. FULLAGAR
Fairchild Semiconductor

Palo Alto, California

Summary     An operational amplifier is described which has been designed specifically
for applications where low noise and low drift are of primary importance. The factors
affecting noise and drift are discussed, and the methods used to minimize these outlined.
For low level signal amplification purposes the performance is shown to be superior to
currently available designs.

Introduction    Monolithic operational amplifiers have been available for about three
years now; during this time more than fifty designs have become available from twenty
manufacturers. Nearly all of these amplifiers have been of the so-called “general
purpose” type; the manufacturer determines the specifications which he feels will satisfy
the largest number of customers. This approach inevitably results in compromise; input
characteristics are traded for bandwidth, common -mode range for common mode
rejection, etc. Clearly there is a need for amplifiers which have been optimized for a
particular field of application. A new amplifier has been designed specifically with the
needs of the low level signal processing market in mind. By careful circuit design and
layout, and new semiconductor process development, drift and noise have been reduced
to a level hitherto unobtainable in monolithic amplifiers. In addition, stabilization is
straightforward, and full short protection has been incorporated. The chip has been laid
out so that an eight-lead version of the amplifier will be a pin-for-pin replacement of the
FA709.

Design Considerations    In designing an integrated circuit for low noise and low drift,
special consideration must be given to three factors: (a) circuit configuration, (b) chip
layout, and (c) the process.

(a)  The circuit configuration used is standard operational amplifier practice, i.e., two
stages of emitter coupled (differential) pairs followed by a driver and output stage (See
Figure 1 attached). Special care has been taken to minimize drift and noise. A single
emitter coupled pair is used at the input instead of a Darlington, since only two devices
contribute to the error voltages instead of four (Figure 2).



The technique, used to achieve offset voltage null is also important, It has been shown1/
that temperature drift is minimized if offset voltage null is achieved by mismatch of
collector currents, to give equal VBE’s for T1 and T2. This method is used in the new
amplifier. It should also be noted that the presence of the offset null potentiometer does
not degrade the common mode/power supply rejection performance (Figure 3).

(b)  The chip layout must be given due consideration if drift is to be minimized. A
temperature difference of 1EC between the two input devices will give 2.3 mv offset
voltage; such a temperature differential is not unlikely if the chip layout is careless. It is
important that the input devices are placed symmetrically with respect to the output (heat
dissipating) transistors. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

(c)  To minimize noise, a new process has been developed. The 1/f noise of transistors
fabricated with this process shows an approximate 1OX improvement over a low noise
discrete transistor such as the 2N2484. This is illustrated by Figure 5. Only the
equivalent input current noise has been plotted, since the equivalent input voltage noise
shows practically no 1/f component on a silicon planar device.

Amplifier Performance    Performance specifications are shown here compared with the
FA709, a typical “general purpose” amplifier.

It can be seen that the new amplifier improves on all the FA709 input parameters.
Furthermore, many of the features usually associated with the more expensive discrete
component amplifiers have been incorporated, while retaining the inherent advantages of
monolithic construction. Both the inputs and the output are short circuit proof (within the
limits of the supplies, i.e., ± 15 volts). The tight thermal coupling of the circuit elements
gives low drift and a high degree of immunity from thermal transients; this latter feature
is particularly important in military and space environments. The high common mode
rejection ratio, combined with the ± 13 volt common mode range, will enable low level
signals to be correctly processed in spite of large common mode noise voltages. The
amplifier is more tolerant of capacitive loads than the FA709, and it will not latch-up
when used as a voltage follower.

The noise performance of the amplifier is specified in Figure 6 in terms of equivalent
input voltage and current generators. Many manufacturers specify only a wideband
voltage noise figure; this zero source impedance measurement effectively masks the very
poor performance of most devices for higher values of source impedance.

Reliability should be of a high order. It has been estimated recently that the reliability of
a system designed around monolithic circuits will be an order of magnitude better than
an equivalent system using discrete components 2/.



Stabilization    Amplifier stabilization can be achieved in two ways: the open loop
response can be rolled off at 6 db/octave through unity gain with a single .05 Ff
capacitor (Figure 7), this being the most straightforward method, or the capacitor value
can be optimized for the operating closed loop gain, this method giving maximum closed
loop bandwidth (Figure 8).

When stabilized by the first method (the most conservative), full sine wave output into a
2 kS load is available up to 10 kHz; the slewing rate in the unity gain voltage follower
configuration is about .5 volts/Fsec.

Conclusions    The amplifier described has substantially improved “front end”
performance compared with earlier monolithic operational amplifiers. Indeed, it is
competitive with the best of the discrete amplifiers. The reduced noise and drift make It
particularly attractive for low level signal amplification.
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Fig. 1 - Low Noise Low Drift Operational Amplifier

Fig. 2 - Equivalent Voltage Noise Generators for Two Input Configurations



Fig. 3 - Input Offset Null

Fig. 4 - Thermal Flow Patterns on a Monolithic Amplifier Chip

Fig. 5 - Current Noise of Input Transistors vs Typical
Low Noise Discrete Transistor



Figure 6



Fig. 7 - Simplest Stabilization Technique

Fig. 8 - Stabilization for Maximum




